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i liked person of interest season 1, but i think it could have been better. the show started out good, but it lost steam as the season went on. they didn't really
connect with the character's or the audience. i also think that the show got a little too preachy and political. the second season was very interesting, but it

seemed like they were trying too hard to say something to the audience, but they didn't succeed. they were all preachy and didn't give the audience anything
to connect to. i really thought that the show should have been more about the central issue of the show, not about the characters. i think that the show could

have been more successful if it had been more about what they were trying to say, and not about the characters. person of interest can be a great show if they
are able to get the balance right. they arent always able to do that, but when they are successful, they are great. the first season was very good, but the second
season was a bit weak. in season five, the cold war is over. the world might appear to look the same, but something has drastically changed. samaritans lethal
correction has initiated its control. finchs machine is essentially dead. shaw is still missing. and the team is once again hiding in plain sight. but with samaritans

invisible grip tightening everywhere, will finch be able to rebuild and resurrect the machine and if he does, will it be the same machine when it comes back
online they never give away a whole lot of information about the machine or the team, but just from the glimpses we see we know that there's a lot more going

on than we originally thought. the show just barely moves enough to keep the audience intrigued, and the characters are interesting enough to keep it from
going too far. the action is mostly confined to the streets of new york city, which is a blessing for the low budget show, but the locations are memorable. this

show will never be the law & order of crime dramas, but that's ok, because this show is more about the characters and the tension than the action.
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person of interest is currently airing its second season on cbs. it is on its way to becoming a cult classic. it is definitely a show that you can watch from start to
finish without any long-term worries. its a quick and easy watch, packed with intelligence, action, and great characters and stories. being a show about basically
a machine running around and trying to find the best answer for the decision makers, it is a show that has great potential for other movies and tv shows. its just
a great show in general. i have been a fan of person of interest since the beginning. i really like the show because it does what i think a show about a machine
should do. it takes a very dark subject and shows how technology and people can solve problems that would otherwise be impossible. it is a show about the

potential of the human race, and how people can find an answer to a crisis. the fact that it is on a television network makes it even more relevant to the world. i
think there is a lot of room for future movies, tv shows and commercials that incorporate technology and solve problems that would otherwise be impossible.
the movies war games and the matrix are both excellent examples of how movies can implement technology in a creative way. the first season of person of
interest was a great ride. they told an interesting story, and delivered some solid twists and turns that kept you guessing. the main characters, finch, reese,

fusco, and carter had a hard time selling their character, because they weren't immediately three dimensional, but they got better as the season went on. i was
pleased with the character development they did in the first season, they didn't go over the top and make the characters so much better that they don't make
sense in the next season. i was really excited that they started the second season with a bang, and i was happy to see that the show wouldn't just take a break

from the action and focus on the other characters. i really enjoy the show and the people behind it, i hope they continue for a long time. 5ec8ef588b
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